DNHG Hajar Mountain Wadi Walk near Shawker Dam
Friday, 30th January 2015

Peter Olliff will lead a group of DNHG members on a full-day trip to explore 2 different wadis. This will be a group effort for identifying Hajar Mountain flora and fauna, and participants are encouraged to share their knowledge with the group.

The walk is intermediate, walking over rocky terrain, with the occasional scrambling over rocks and a few short steep ascents/ descents. We will go slowly and there will be plenty of stops to explore.

Thanks to the recent rains the wadi pools are full, so be prepared to get your feet wet.

**What to bring:** Boots or sturdy shoes, water (3 litres), lunch and snacks, sun protection, camera, binoculars, field guides, towel.

**Date:** Friday, 30th January 2015

**Departure:** 9:30am from Shawqa Dam

**Est. walking time:** 6 hours

**Trip limit:** 15 people

4x4 not required as the dam has paved parking. Participants with 4x4 will be asked to help take other participants to the start of the walk. (Approx. 5min drive)

For sign-up and meeting point details, e-mail Peter at peolliff@gmail.com

😄 LAST PERSON TO ARRIVE GETS TO WRITE TRIP NOTES FOR THE GAZELLE! 😄